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another -writer besides Osborne Reynolds and G. H. Darwin, I
looked up a paper by C. E. S. Phillips in Proc, Roy. Inst., vol. xix.,
p. 742 (Lecture, February llth, 1910), the abstract of an expert
mental lecture which I attended. This not only contains the gist
of Osborne Reynold's work on piling of sand grains, but some
original experiments by Major Phillips, in which he obtained first
a rattling sound and finally a distinct, musical note from the flow
(with differential movement) of sand in a glass tube. He devised
the experiment, I think, with a view to explaining the sounds of
desert, as distinguished from sea-beach, sands. I had forgotten
this at the time of our conversation, when your observations called
up the memory of what I had seen on a large scale on the Panama
Canal. Major Phillips* experiment has already tested and proved
the idea that sand can emit a definite note when the grains flow
upon a gliding plane; I think that the observations which so
many of us have made of this changed, consistency of the sand at
a certain depth, supplemented by the well-established fact of
interior gliding planes in ordinary earth-slides as exemplified by
those in the Culebra Cut, are a useful supplement to his experi-
ment, in that they provide some account of the existence of such
surfaces of separation under conditions of unrestricted flow free
from the artificial restrictions of the small, glass tube. Please
make any use you like of these notes. It would, at any rate, be
worth while setting travellers to look out for the existence, or non-
existence, of a plane of gliding in desert sands which roar.
E. MAMMALS OF THE RUB' AL KHALI.
(With acknowledgments to Captain J. G. dollman of the British Museum.)
 (1)	Bat: E$tesicus sp.   1 specimen from Shanna.
 (2)	Desert Fox: Gynalopexsp.  3 specimens from *Ain Sala and
Abal Khadim.   These appear to be the same form as the one
originally obtained by Bertram Thomas, and may need descrip-
tion.   (Arabic names : Tha'l, Tha'lab and Husni.)
 (3)	Cat: Felis ocreata.   1 damaged skull from Umm al Qurun.
(Arabic names : Atfa' or Hirra.)
 (4)	Hare: Lepus> probably omanensis cheesmani. 31 specimens
from various localities in Jafura, Jiban and Rub' al Khali.
(Arabic name: Arndb.)
 (5)	Jerboa: Jaculva.   4 specimens from Jafura and Jabrin.
(Arabic name: Jarbu'a.)
 (6)	Gerbil: Gerbillus, probably arduus.   2 specimens.   (Arabic
name: Far.)

 (7)	Oryx Uuwryx (beatrix).    1 head, several pairs of horns,
bones, etc,   (Arabic name : WudhaM.)
 (8)	White Gazelle. Several pairs of horns. (Arabic name: Elm.)

